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ABSTRACT The progress in network technology and hardware in conjunction with the Internet-of-Things

(IoTs) has provided the comfortability for an easier human life at present. Apart from the so-called ‘‘smart’’

environments, including smart homes, smart city, smart agriculture, IoTs have been included recently in

e-healthcare systems as well for real-time diagnosis and medical consultancy. To enhance the capabilities of

IoT-based healthcare systems, fog layers have been employed and that have shown its worth by providing

fast response time and low latency. However, such development is posing a severe challenge in preserving

the privacy of the users which further addresses the security/privacy issues to some extent. Being in an infant

stage, such technology has invariably run into fewer privacy controls. Therefore, our present work is about

an e-healthcare framework dealing with electronic medical records (EMRs) which preserves the privacy

issues. Moreover, we have experimented the proposed work with respect to response time and delay and

have compared with recent works. The results show that the proposed work is efficient in providing privacy

along with standard network parameters.

INDEX TERMS Privacy, fog, healthcare, IoT, framework, consensus, view, access control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced networking and fast-growing digital process-

ing technologies have paved the way for the emergence

of various online services. Such services use Internet of

Things (IoTs) as medium to connect with people, process

and things, thus ensuring more comfort to social life of

humans [1]–[3]. These online services have shifted technolo-

gists and researchers from centralized environment to more

distributed one. As a result, smart wearables, smart home,

smart mobility, smart cities and even smart healthcare have

been emerging at present [2]. Consequently, current internet

technology undoubtedly has been enhanced to data technol-

ogy for the proliferation of smart devices, and that generates

huge amount of data. Cisco, Google, Amazon, Microsoft and

many other leading Information Technology (IT) companies

have already deployed cloud Data Centres (DC) to store

and compute the data generated by various applications and

services on a paid-usagemodel basis [4]. Though themodel is
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successful as per the usage, but it is only applicable for latency

tolerant devices and is not best suit for real time applications.

With the present pace and accumulation of data, forecast

of 92% data workload in the coming years is predicted and

that have urged the deployment of a control layer for Fog

Computing (FC) near the end-devices to support mobility and

data locality [4], [5]. In fact, the term ‘Fog Computing’ has

been introduced by Cisco in 2012 and this domain is receiv-

ing good attention for various applications by researchers,

academia and industries. The main idea for deploying FC is

to take advantage of the end devices, at the edge, rich in var-

ious resources including storage, compute, and bandwidth to

process the real-time data of neighbouring nodes in one-hop

manner to reduce the latency [1], [6]. The Cloud and Fog are

interdependent and mutually beneficial. It is proved beyond

doubt that cloud coordinates with the fog nodes can handle

heavyweight data. For comparison, the delay-sensitive data

are processed by fog nodes in the proximity of the IoT end

devices.

As we have discussed earlier, IoTs have opened the

door of many applications and e-health application is one
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among them that recently has received immense interest of

the researchers [7]. An e-health system is nothing, but a

radio-frequency based wireless networking technology that

uses ubiquitous functionalities. Various tiny sensor nodes

and actuators are placed around the human body and are

interconnected to accumulate data. The real-time data gen-

erated by these sensors and actuators are stored and used

by the physicians or medical consultants in real time. For

example, world’s first tele-robotic surgery is performed on

the patient from a remote location using robotically con-

trolled instruments in India [8]. Medical and pharmaceutical

researchers may also require the patient data for research

tasks. The recent advances in cloud-fog-edge technologies

are further enhancing the capabilities of such e-healthcare ser-

vices. However, storing and retrieving such sensitive health

records, also called as ‘Electronic Medical Record (EMR)’

from clouds impose severe privacy concern, especially on the

identity of patients [9]–[11].

The privacy is of four types; i) privacy of personal infor-

mation also referred as data privacy, ii) privacy of per-

sonal behaviour, iii) privacy of personal communication and

iii) privacy of the person [12]. The privacy of EMRs in

clouds can be compromised accidentally or deliberately and

hence the disclosure of data is respectively beneficial for

the attacker and harmful for the user. Various methods have

been considered to solve the issue of privacy in clouds.

Encryption techniques, trusted computing, efficient private

information retrieval, intention hiding techniques are the few

tested methods [13], [14]. But with the abundance of data,

the processes are getting mis-managed due to cost factors,

limitation of query support, computation overhead, improper

key usage. Therefore, the development of a mechanism that

can be used for accessing the EMRs without jeopardising the

privacy or identities with a proper access control method is

the need of the hour.

II. RELATED WORK

As fog computing and its privacy concerns in e-healthcare

are at infancy, a concise literature survey on the privacy

preservation in fog-cloud environments extended with IoTs

is discussed in this section. To preserve, anonymity and pri-

vacy, a data aggregation approach is initially considered [14].

In this approach, anonymity and authenticity of the devices

are ensured first by pseudonym and pseudonym-certificate.

A local certification authority has been used by fogs at the

network edge to manage pseudonym tasks and data aggre-

gation is generally done by Paillier algorithm. However,

multilayer authentication process increases the latency which

is a bottleneck for this approach. Further, as Paillier algo-

rithm allows multiplication of encrypted values, under some

restriction an untrusted party can homomorphically evaluate

a circuit that entails multiplication under some threshold

value. Another scheme providing integrity and privacy for

data storage in fog-to-cloud based IoTs is public auditing

approach [15]. In this scheme, bilinear mapping technique is

used for converting the tags generated by mobile sinks to the

ones used by the fog nodes in the phase of proof generation.

Experimental results show that the scheme protects privacy

and reduces the communication and computational costs in

the verification phase. Zero-knowledge proof mechanism

is used to verify the integrity of IoTs’ data from various

sources. Slow computation and requirement of additional

machinery are the drawbacks of this method. Also, the bilin-

ear mapping leads to undesired homomorphic encryption.

Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) is

the third approach and that provide security and privacy for

the orchestration and delivery of IoT based services [16].

It is proved to be advantageous by reducing the latency of

the service access, but ABE methods suffer from problems

including non-existence of attribute revocation, key coordi-

nation and key escrow. Another scheme for e-health privacy

is the ‘fusion approach’ [17]. In this approach authentica-

tion is performed between patient and medical nodes using

IoT group key in encrypted format. The designed match

based policy update mechanism enables flexible access pol-

icy updating without privacy leakage. The main drawback of

this approach is that when a comprised patient or a spoofing

process has been initiated with a query, the updatemechanism

in server retrieves the queries of the patients with health

records. A more recent approach has considered the pri-

vacy concerns in healthcare using cloud and IoTs framework

differently [18]. The concerns are included at the user level,

application model and even intermediate results.

Various techniques are employed for the privacy in

e-healthcare are reviewed recently [19] The pairwise key

establishment, multibiometric key generation, hash func-

tion, chaotic maps, attribute-based encryption, hybrid encryp-

tion, Number Theory, Dynamic Probability Packet Marking,

Tri-Mode Algorithm and Priority-Based Data Forwarding are

the available techniques at present [19]–[22]. A real-time

oriented hybrid privacy preserving clinical decision support

system (HPCS) in conjunctionwith fog-cloud interface is also

emerged [23]. The framework includes a fog server that uses

a lightweight data mining method. A new secure outsourced

inner-product protocol for achieving secure lightweight

single-layer neural network is used in the work. For pri-

vacy, piecewise polynomial calculation protocol is used by

cloud server to securely perform any activation functions in

multiple-layer neural network. Another new protocol called

privacy-preserving fraction approximation protocol is also

used to solve the computation overflow problem. A privacy-

preserving deduplication protocol with ownership manage-

ment in fog computing is an interesting approach [24].

It uses user-level key management and update mechanisms to

achieve the access control. Data-invariant user-level private

keys are used by the data owners with a constant number

of keys without considering the number of outsourced data

files. The user-level public keys are updated at the remote

storage which reduces communication overhead but gener-

ates the risk propagation for man-in-the-middle attacks. The

OpenIoT platform with multiple IoT-cloud data is an earlier

framework [25]. End-to-end security provisioning has been
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obtained through homomorphic encryption and authentica-

tion process. Slow computation is a problem in this pro-

cess. A secure sharing of health data is also available these

days [26]. The work uses AES algorithm in conjunction

with Elliptic cryptosystems. The confidentiality of the health

records is ensured but the privacy and reliability are the

points of question. Bio-cryptography based technique can

also provide users’ the privacy they are looking for [27].

Now it is very clear there exist some serious shortcom-

ings with e-healthcare. Therefore, there is a requirement to

develop a mechanism to preserve the privacy for medical

records in e-healthcare systems attached with cloud-fog-edge

architecture in IoT applications. The proposed framework

discussed in the present article uses:

1) Data aggregator at the fog level to restrict the authen-

tication point to one - reduce communication overhead

at each level.

2) Elliptic cryptographic approach - ensure

confidentiality.

3) Consensus algorithm - enhance reliability and trust in

the EMR transactions.

We have considered privacy issues as our problem definition

and have provided suitable solution for them. The rest of

the paper has been organized as follows. Section 3 describes

the proposed framework with system model and analyses the

privacy of the proposed system. Section 4 shows the experi-

mental results and Section 5 concludes the paper.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The proposed framework in the present work addresses the

privacy issues in e-healthcare. The framework uses various

end-user devices such as health monitoring systems, mobile

devices and laptops, a layer of fog comprised of fog accu-

mulators as data aggregators, fog devices such as access

points, servers, switches and routers and cloud servers. The

architecture used for the study is shown in Figure-1. The layer

of fog is also conjugated with query handler, key centre and

identity verifying manager.

The specific functioning of each modules are as follows.

Fog Accumulator: All the data from the fog nodes are

aggregated by the fog accumulator and then outsourced to the

public cloud. The cache in fog accumulator helps in reducing

the latency.

Key Centre: Key Centre is responsible for generation and

verification of keys.

Query Handler:Handles and responses with a query which

is beyond a specific view request.

Identity Manager: Maps the identity to a pseudo-identity

to hide the patient details as required.

The basic functioning of the proposed framework with all

its modules is explained herewith. Edge devices or terminal

devices gather data (EMRs) from patients and submit them

to the identity manager. The identity manager then maps

the patient details with pseudo-identity and store them in

the cloud servers. In the basic architecture, each device exe-

cutes a cryptographic exchange that ensures the security of

FIGURE 1. Proposed framework for the privacy ensured e-healthcare
network.

these services. However, in this proposed approach we have

additionally included a fog accumulator layer as a check

point before sending data to cloud. Also, in this modified

process, twomore modules are added in the framework: a key

centre and a query handler. The generated EMRs must have

individual identity which are mapped with a pseudo-identity

generated by the identity manager and stored in private

cloud server rather than public one. Along with the iden-

tities, when any fog device request for any service in or

from cloud through fog accumulator, the key centre provides

security keys for cryptographic processes such as authentica-

tion, confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation. Further,

a consensus protocol is also executed to obtain a logical deci-

sion/conclusion about the view of the requested EMRs. The

above said approach provides the following benefits.

1) Single point of cryptographic exchange for privacy

preservation of EMRs.

2) Consensus to agree to control the view of EMRs.

3) Query handler handles the queries based upon the con-

sensus to access the view of EMRs.

A. SYSTEM MODEL

In this sub-section, a system model used for the experimen-

tation is described. However, following assumptions were

considered during entire process.

• The data aggregator device is secure and trusted with

enabled intrusion detection process.

• IdentityManager module is working in conjunction with

private cloud to protect the identities of the EMR.
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• Cloud servers are trusted and secured with shared public

key of the server with fog accumulator.

Additionally, the model functions are categorized into differ-

ent phases and is explained in the following sub-sections.

1) IDENTITY MANAGEMENT PHASE

This phase deals with the mapping of original identity of an

EMR such as patient name, address, contact, GPS location

and other personal information. In this mapping process,

a token is generated first by parsing the EMRs with an

EMR parser and relevant personal information are segre-

gated and abstracted with lightweight mapping technique.

Subsequently, an attribute-based encryption is used and a

public key pubstr is derived by the hash (SHA-512) on the

parsed information of EMR concatenated with timestamp str .

The output token is generated by applying Elliptic Curve

Cryptography [28] with EMR and pubstr . The token TEMRi
is made available for public access as required. The process

is summarized in Algorithm-1 and is executed by the private

cloud servers only. For any purpose or to update any infor-

mation, if decryption is required, we follow the decryption

method shown in Algorithm 2, where pvstr is the private key

for decryption.

Algorithm 1 Identity Token Generation

Input EMR

OutputMapped token TEMRi
1: str = [parsed(EMR) || timestamp]

2: pubstr = SHA - 512(str)

3: TEMRi = ECCEncrypt (EMR, pubstr )

Algorithm 2 Token Decryption

Input TEMRi
Output EMR

1: pvstr =
∑n

i=1 hi (str)stri
2: EMR = ECCDecrypt(TEMRi , pvstr )

2) KEY DISTRIBUTION PHASE

The keys going to be discussed here is not the samementioned

in the preceding phase. Previous keys are only for storing

the EMRs in the private clouds by the heterogeneous sen-

sors where original identities are tokenized. These keys are

utilized by the public cloud servers or service providers and

the file requester. Whenever, a user is requesting for an EMR,

Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) must provide them a public

key for the access of the required data and is provided after the

verification from Key Centre. The user first sends a Request

message (REQ) with its identity {REQ,ui}. Data aggregator

forwards the request to Key Centre (KC) along with its own

certificate di_cert . and KC responses back with public-private

key pair {uipu uipr } of ui. Data aggregator then responds back

to the user as: {REQACKi , uipu , uipr }. Next, the user sends a

message containing the EMR to be accessed and the user’s

FIGURE 2. Sequence diagram for key distribution phase.

certificate by generating a random nonce and encrypting it

with the private key uipr . On receiving and verifying the

certificate, the EMR, the corresponding transactions of the

EMR and the new public key of the new request are sent

for the consensus process. Figure-2 shows the process in

summary with the help of sequence diagram.

3) CONSENSUS PHASE AND VIEW ACCESS

Consensus is performed by the data aggregators in the net-

work. When the data aggregator receives request of EMR,

all the transactions corresponding to that EMR and EMR

containing CSP are verified and validated using the Paxos

consensus [29]. Use of Paxos ensures durability of the storage

as it requires replication. Once the validation is successful,

the data aggregator that receives the EMR request sends

a SUCCESS message to the public CSP. Data aggregator

then records the message and update its database or private

cloud accordingly. Once the consensus is a success, the query

handler parses the requested query and checks for its sanity

and role of the user. Depending upon its verification, view

of the EMR is determined and data aggregator sends back

the requested EMR as response in an encrypted form with

the public key uipu . For this process, a query handler is

pre-configured with role-based access control [30] and query

parsing technique [31], [32].

B. PRIVACY ANALYSIS

The privacy and robustness against the threats are of outmost

importance for e-healthcare systems with network employ-

ing cloud-fog interface. The present model uses LINDDUN

framework for privacy analysis [33]. This framework nego-

tiate any network born threats targeting the privacy of the

data during storage or transmission. In this section, how the

proposed model robust against threats is explained, in terms

of linkability, identifiability, non-repudiation, detectability,

information disclosure,content unawareness, and Policy and

Consent Noncompliance. A brief description about these

seven points are given below
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TABLE 1. Implementation metrics.

• Linkability: An adversary may attempt to distinguish

whether two or more EMRs such as blood report, heart

monitoring data and other medical data are related to the

same user. It may also try to correlate those sensitive

information and infer a logical access provisions for the

user who has accessed the service with a device at a

particular location, thus reveals the habits of the patient.

Therefore, unlinkability need to be guaranteed in this

kind of information processing. The proposed model

ensures a solution by introducing ‘unlinkability’ with

pseudo-identity and view based access.

• Identifiability: An adversary may attempt to correlate

and identify a patient from the types of messages or

EMRs retrieved or exchanged. Thus, the introduced

pseudo-identity and identity token in the model pre-

serves ‘identifiability’ in the proposed approach.

• Non-repudiation: Non-repudiation can be used preserve

patients’ privacy. An adversary may attempt to collect

EMRs stored and exchangedwithin the cloud-fog infras-

tructure and be able to infer some information about

a patient or patients’ habit or medical consultancies.

Therefore, ‘non-repudiation’ is done by using the sig-

natures in the proposed work.

• Detectability: An adversary may tend to correlate and

infer statistics about the type of EMRs with the mes-

sages exchanged amongst CSPs entities. For instance,

an adversary detects to identify the timing factors for

heart patient when the monitoring system continuously

sends monitored data to the private health cloud. There-

fore, the patients’ undetectability and unobservabil-

ity must be guaranteed by the system. The proposed

approach ensures these by using cryptographic pro-

cesses with ECC.

• Information disclosure: An adversary may eavesdrop

and passively collect information exchanged within the

infrastructure aiming at profiling patients which may

lead to disrupting the location privacy and/or personal

data for dynamic health monitoring systems. These

data are further used for inferring the patients’ health

records and patients’ activities by analysing the history

of service access from the device. In this way profiling

causes a potential risk for the patents’ privacy. Thus,

confidentiality of information must be ensured. The

proposed approach uses pseudo-identity, cryptographic

TABLE 2. Average EMR Transaction time (milliseconds).

procedures and consensus to control the access of the

requested data.

• Content Unawareness: A compromised or misbehaving

data requester or CSP may try to gather more patient

information than it is necessary. Hence, the content

awareness of patients is a requirement of the frame-

work. The proposed privacy framework ensures this by

using the role-based access control mechanism on the

requester and view consensus before granting the access.

• Policy and Consent Noncompliance: A compromised

CSP may try to obtain sensitive information about users

such as their device controls and location. It may also

use such information with data brokers for economic

advantages without users’ consent, and can even access

the personal data stored on a health monitoring device

such mobile-based health monitoring applications. The

proposed framework provides solution by using proper

cryptographic mechanism and identity hidden mecha-

nism with identity token.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The aforementioned model is tested in practical sce-

nario involving cloud-fog infrastructure in the network for

e-healthcare services and is discussed in this section. A Paxos

consensus is implemented with the hyperledger composer.

A SQL data querying system is also used for the convenience
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TABLE 3. Comparison of features.

of query parsing. The implementation parameters are shown

in Table-1.

The results obtained using proposed model are compared

with the other recent works described in [20], [26], [27]. For

that performances are analysed in two basic measurable

aspects: time consumption and memory consumption. For

Paxos to be implemented, 1 TB of memory is used in overall

with L1-L2 cache for the experimentation. The use of cache

helps the data aggregators to reach consensus with the mini-

mum delay. The delay in EMR transactions are measured in

milliseconds and is shown in Figure-3. Average time of EMR

transactions are shown in Table-2. Time complexity is also

shown in the last row of the table. In this work all experiments

are performed for all the algorithms with 1000 EMRs.

The results depicted in the Table-2 shows that the proposed

work is having significantly less transaction timewhich is sta-

tistically 13.84% less as compared to other algorithms shown

in comparison. This effect is due to the one-point crypto-

graphic exchange with data aggregators in the fog-enhanced

framework. The comparison results shown in Figure-3 shows

reduced delay which is approximately 23.6% with the pro-

posed algorithm. If one correlates the data of average EMR

transmission and overall delay, the delay is almost twice due

to multiple cryptographic exchanges between nodal points

in other algorithms. In the proposed work, only one-time

signature exchange is done which make the overall process

less time consuming and hence faster processing of infor-

mation can be achieved. A new parameter is introduced and

compared to view utilization ratio with number of queries

handled by the algorithmswithin a specific time duration. The

parameter has been defined as:

Query View Ratio (QVR)%

=
No. of allowed queries of EMR

Total number of queries for EMR
× 100

QVR values are measured for all the algorithms and have

identified that the other algorithms possess almost 100%

QVR whereas the proposed approach QVR is much less.

This interesting result emphasizes the usage of consensus.

This approach controls the access view of the EMRs and

therefore obtaining less QVR. This less QVR also becomes

advantageous with regards to privacy. The result is shown

in Figure-4 and further signifies the working functionality of

the query handler in the framework.

FIGURE 3. Comparison of time delay.

FIGURE 4. Comparison of query view ratio.

Finally, we have compared the features of the proposed

work with the other algorithms and the summarization has

been provided in Table-3. The comparison signifies that the

proposed approach is efficient and possess the required fea-

tures for any cloud-fog based e-healthcare.

V. CONCLUSION

The applicability of IoT and its related cloud-fog infras-

tructure frameworks in e-healthcare is tested to provide the

maximum societal benefits. Privacy of personal records in
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e-healthcare system is considered in this study. Data aggrega-

tor avoids multiple point cryptographic process and that has

eased the timing constraints to some extent. Incorporation of

the query handler and role-based access control mechanisms

have handled the viewing aspect of the requested queries

successfully. The novel consensus-based approach used in the

framework ensured the reliability of the requester to view the

EMR. In short, the experimental and comparative analysis

confirm themethod is efficient and beneficial for e-healthcare

in cloud-fog network.
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